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SIRIUS VERSION 3.0: We are very happy to announce the NEW and

very EXCITING Sirius version 3.0!

NEW Chiron & Asteroid Gems
Report by Donna Henson
Vibrational Astrology Conference
April 5-7, 2019, Gainesville, FL!
FREE Bindu App for Android
NEW Bindu on Sale
Did You Know . . .
Introducing Sirius New and Flexible Main Screen!

NEW FEATURES:
1. Nicely Organized Charts in Upper Right Corner of Main Screen!
Chart entries in the upper right corner are displayed in an organized format.
Instead of appearing in the order that the charts were selected, by default
they are now arranged alphabetically with all charts for a person grouped
together and indented under the natal chart.

CONTACT US:
Phone:

FOR ORDERS ONLY PLEASE

+1-800-PLANETS
(1-800-7526-3687)

TECH SUPPORT & INQUIRY:

PHONE #: +1-352-373-1504
9 AM - 5 PM Eastern, M-F

EMAIL ADDRESS:
Kepler@AstroSoftware.com
Thank all of you for your support!
Do not hesitate to contact us by
E-mail or telephone. We are here to
serve you.

2. Automatic Backup of Chart Sessions and Easy Restore: When you clear
the current charts and create a new group of charts, the charts in the previous sesssion are saved with the current date and time. With this new feature
you can restore all of the chart selections, like the progressed, return, composite charts and reports you selected even if you accidentally cleared all of
them and would like to restore them in the future.

3. Access to the Database of Charts Directly from the Main Screen:
Access charts from the database and add them to your current list of
charts from the lower right corner of the screen.
4. Flexible Search: In Sirius 3.0 the “Get Group of Charts” button has been
renamed to “Flexible Search”. You can also access the Flexible Search window directly from the main window. In the lower right corner of the main
window where you can read in charts from the database there is also a “Flexible Search” buitton that takes you directly into the Flexible Search window.
5. Improved Calculated Charts Box: You can now see the list of additional
calculations you selected for a specific chart such as Solar Return, Lunar Return, etc. by clicking on the + or - next to the name in the Calculated Charts
box.
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6. Run 2 Sirius Programs Simultaneously on One Computer:
Some people like to run the research feature of Sirius on, for
example, all data with A or AA accuracy, while still being able
to use the program. Each search could take many minutes to
run. Now you can install Sirius in 2 different folders on the
same computer.
7. Eclipse Charts for Location of Maximum Eclipse: In Sirius
3.0 you can have Solar and Lunar Eclipse chars calculated for
the place where the eclipse at its maximum is most visible by
checking a “Use Place of Max. Eclipse” box.
8. Saros cycle of Eclipse Charts Indicated in the Chart Wheel:
When you produce a Solar Eclipse chart wheel, the Saros Cycle
and what number the eclipse is in that Saros Cycle is given in
the name of the eclipse on the chart wheel. Also, when selecting
Eclipse charts you can select a sequence of eclipses in the Saros
cycle and with this new feature for the Saros Cycle and number
of the eclipse within that Saros Cycle displayed, you have the
confirmation of which eclipse is the first one in a Saros Cycle
and that you are viewing each consecutive eclipse in that Saros
cycle when you select a series of Saros Cycle eclipses.

Sirius new features continues...

13. Beautiful Gradient Zodiac Signs Areas Around the Chart
Wheel: Wheel styles that have zodiac signs around the outer
edge are very popular. In Sirius 3.0 these colored zodiac areas
can have colors that blend into each other in a rainbow effect,
which is known as a gradient by graphic artists.
14. Beautiful Gradient House Number Areas in the Chart
Wheel: In wheel styles that have the numbers of the houses 1 to
12, the colors of these areas can also be a color gradient where
the colors gradually change just as can be done with the zodiac
sign areas as described in the previous section.
15. Direct Midpoint Structures and Harmonics 1-128: Now
this listing includes the widest orb of the 3 orbs formed by the
3 planets in that harmonic so you know how far the 3 planets
spread in the harmonic.
16. Minor Improvement to Reading Places: When entering
the place of birth in the data entry screen the places that match
what you type are shown so you are able to quickly read in the
place.

17. Time Line Format Transits for 2, 3, or 7 Days: In Sirius
10. Fractal Time Progressed Houses: Fractal Time Progressed
2.0 and earlier versions of SIrius and Kepler you can produce
a Time Line Format Transits forecast, for 1 day,
Houses and the Fractal Primary Progressed chart
1 month or up to 12 months. In Sirius 3.0 it is
introduce a simple, clear and elegant way to solve a
Included in
also possible to select 2 days, 3 days, or 7 days for
riddle that astrologers have been wrestling with for
Sirius V3
transits.
over a thousand years: how to properly calculate
primary directions, while also providing a way to
18. Customized Shading of House Positions in
calculate secondary progressed houses in a logical
AstroMaps: Some people want to see in an Astroway. This is now included in Sirius v3.
Map all areas where, for example, the Sun is in the
10th house or where Venus is in the 7th house. in
11. The Fractal Primary Progressed Chart: As
Sirius 3.0 you can select a planet, a house, and a
explained in the section above on Fractal Time
Some people want to see in an AstroMap all areas
progressed houses, the formula for calculating a
where, for example, the Sun is in the 10th house
Fractal Primary chart is the application of the foror where Venus is in the 7th house. in Sirius 3.0
mula a day equals a year twice, which results in a
you can select a planet, a house, and a color so
time of slightly less than 4 minutes equal to a year
you can see shaded areas for the planets in houses
of life. A beautiful result of this method of calcuthat you are interested in.
lating progressed houses using the Fractal Time method and
calculating primary directions using the Fractal method is that
19. Mixed Midpoint Structures and Golden Mean Midpoint
the secondary progressed houses and the primary progressed
Structures in Synastry Midpoint Trees: You can now produce
houses are identical as they are perfectly synchronized in this
Mixed Midpoint Synastry Midpoint Trees in Sirius. An example
fractal manner.
of a Mixed Midpoint between the charts of Jack and Jill is Jack’s
Sun conjunct the midpoint of Jack’s Venus and Jill’s Mars. In12. Aspect Lines to Asteroids in Chart Wheels: Simply check
stead of a midpoint structure formed by a planet in Jack’s chart
the box and aspect lines are drawn to all of the asteroids in
to a midpoint in Jill’s chart of vice versa, the midpoint is made
the chart wheel. Note that we use the term “asteroids” here to
from one planet in one chart and another planet in the other
include minor planets, etc.
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Sirius new features continues...

chart. The planets are color coded in the
New Main Window
midpoint tree to make it clear which
Technique Toolbar
planet is from which chart. Also, in Sirius
you can include golden mean midpoint
structures between two people.

you can, for example, produce a listing of either conjunctions
that occur in the sky (transit-to-transit) or aspects that occur
between transiting and natal planets that are these rare alignments of planets within an orb that you select. You can also
include other aspects in addition to the conjunction.

20. The latitude and longitude of the
place is shown when entering a place
in the data entry screen. This is helpful
when there is more than one place with
the same name and you are confirming
the location with the latitude and longitude instead of, or in addition to, the
province or county of the location.

26. Easily select harmonic charts that are important constant
values in physics and mathematics like pi and phi (the golden
ratio). In the window for selecting harmonic charts, there is
now a “Constants (pi, e, phi), et.” button that you can click to
obtain a list of 26 constants and you can check any that are desired. The 3 most well-known of these constants are pi, phi, and
e and there are 23 other less commonly used constants that can
also be selected.

21. Ability to search for part of the first
name or part of the person’s name. This is
helpful when you cannot remember the
last name of the person or how you may
have entered the name.

27. Improved display of chart wheel: The chart wheel on the
screen, by default, is centered horizontally and vertically in the
available area for the chart wheel.

22. Ability to select multiple pairs of
planets for planet returns. A planet return is similar to a solar
return or a lunar return except other planets are involved in the
return. You can, for example, have a return chart for transiting Venus conjunct Sun or transiting Mars square Mercury or
simply a Mercury return (Mercury conjunct Mercury).
23. The Birthday Reminder feature can now produce a list of
email addresses. The Birthday Reminder feature produces a
list of the names of people who have a birthday on a particular
calendar date or within a range of calendar dates. In Sirius 3 you
also have the option of producing a list of the email addresses of
these people if you have entered the email address either in the
Notes field or in Business Manager.

28. In a financial forecast of stock prices or commodity prices
such as gold prices, for example, you can now choose whether
you wish to see a graph of only days on which there are prices
or to also include days such as weekends and holidays when
there are no stock prices. This is purely an aesthetic preference
and has no effect on the calculation of the correlation between
actual and predicted stock prices.
29. Automatic calculation of Consecutive AstroSIgnature
Forecasts with Correlations to Seasonal Data: Quickly produce monthly forecasts of batting performance for the 5 months
of the baseball season, skip 7 months when baseball is not
played, and jump automatically to the next season.
30. Improved importing of baseball batting performance.

24. In the Time Line format forecast you can now select up to
8 transiting arabic parts and 8 natal arabic parts. An Arabic
Part has the formula A+B-C where A, B, and C are one of the
10 planets (Sun, Moo, Mer, Ven, Mar, Jup, Sat, Uran, Nep, or
Plu). For natal arabic parts, planet A can also be the Asc or MC.
“Time Line Add Arabic Parts.htm
25. In transit-to-natal and transit-to-transit text listings, the
latitude and/or declination of the transiting and natal planet
can be listed, and you can list only aspects that occur when
both planets have the same latitude within a given orb. This
feature allows you to obtain listings of “near occultations” and
occulrations that occur between planets. With this new feature

Graphic Display of Planet Declination & Latitude
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Sirius new features continues...

Sirius comes with a program called GetBat.exe, which imports
batting performance from files that are located at website www.
retrosheet.org. The instructions on the screen should be selfexplanatory.
31. Gauquelin husband-wife data. In the ResearchFiles folder
within the folder where Sirius 3 is installed is the file GauquelinFatherMotherData.csv. This file can be imported into Sirius by selecting “BithFile” in the menu bar at the top of the main
Sirius window and then selecting “Import Birth Data” from
the pull down menu and then selecting “Gauquelin Heredity
Data” from the next pull down menu. You are then prompted
for the Pair Category that you want to import the data into The
new “Pairs Exploratory Research of Synastry Angles” feature
is a powerful new way to research synastry angles between the
husband-wife pairs.
32. Pairs Exploratory Research of Synastry Angles: This new
feature provides the ability to see a graph and details of the angular distances between two planets in pairs of charts. Aspects
between charts are sometimes referred to as synastry angles so
another way to describe this feature is that it allows you to see

the 1st house, the 11th house the 2nd house, etc. Although this
may sound peculiar at first, planets move through the houses in
thei diurnal motion backwards through the houses, so reversing
the order of the planets results in planets moving through the
houses in normal order rather than reverse order through the
day.
35. Both True and Mean Lilith in Chart Wheel: Put both True
Lilith or the Mean Lilith in the chart wheel but in the wheel.
36. Aspect lines can now be drawn to additional asteroids
that are in the chart wheel. Put Sedna, Eris, and other asteroids
in a chart wheel and have aspect lines drawn to these additional
asteroids.

Sarvatobhadra

a graph of synastry angles. This is a flexible and powerful new
feature that allows you to view the results in various ways and to
automatically produce results and save them to file for dozens
of planetary pairs.
33. Improvements to AstroSignature Research: Include the
Mean South Node and True South Node of the Moon in AstroSignature research. In previous versions you could select the
Mean and True North Node but not the South Node.
34. House numbers in a chart wheel can now be given in
reverse order: Some astrologers prefer to call the 12th house

37. Easier way to find a chart entry: If you have 20 or 30 or
more current chart entries (charts that you are currently working with), you can now enter any part of the chart entry name
to see a list of all chart entries that have this text and click on
the desired entry.
38. Include the day of the week in the date that is shown
in the chart wheel. To select this feature, right-click on the
chart wheel, select the “Customize” button and then the “Page
Designer” button and then right-click on the date in the Page
Designer wheel and check the box in the lower left corner to
include the date.
39. Additional Utility Features: Ability to print a graphic image, remove duplicate lines in a text file, and to compare two
text files and remove duplicate lines in one of the files.
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40. Save Forecast Text Listings in CSV format for reading into
spreadsheet programs and research programs.
41. TriWheels and QuadWheels can now have up to 3 aspect
grids instead of 2 aspect grids.
42. Electional Astrology Graph for Planet Based on Rulership/Exaltation/Detriment/Fall: This feature allows you to
scan long periods of time to determine when a planet has good
dignity. These new Electional Astrology Graphs provide classical astrologers with a set of tools to pick the best days during a
time period and then pinpoint the time of day for these days.
43. New Profile Scores Report: Gives scores for the 4 elements
(fire earth air water) and 3 modes (cardinal fixed mutable)
44. Improved Planet-in-House colors in Treasure Maps: In
Sirius 2.0 you can show where, for example, Venus is in the 5th
house of 7th house in the Love and Romance Treasure Map.
In Sirius 3 we have improved how this looks by blending the
yellow-red color areas a little more delicately.
45. Ability to Select Planets in Houses in Treasure Maps: Create green-colored areas in the AstroMap for any planet in any
house, the ruler of a house cusp or planet in another house, and
the zodiac sign of any cusp. This creates the opportunity for you
to customize the Tresaure Map so that you can see what areas of
the world have a planet in a hous or the dispositor of a planet or
house cusp in a house, or particular rising signs.
46. Declination and Latitude Graphic Display. This simple
graphic display enables you to obtain a visualization of which
planets are out of bounds, near the ecliptic planet, etc.
47. Glenn Perry’s Developmental Age Method forecast: The
Developmental Age Method is developed by Dr. Glenn Perry,
a leading psychological astrologer. The Developmental Age
Method shows the dates when each house unfolds and develops
in the pschological development of the person.
48. Venus Star Points by Arielle Guttman: The Venus Star
Points are critical points in your astrology chart that are critically important for understanding how Venus functions in
your astrology chart. Arielle Guttman’s ground-breaking book
“Venus Star Rising: A New Cosmology for the 21st Century”
describes what the Venus Star Points are and how to interpret
them. Now you do not need to scroll through tables of data to
find your Venus Star Points. You can simply select them in the

SIrius 3.0 software.
49. Aspects of Eclipse Points to Your Natal Chart Throughout Your Life: Astrologers often like to know what aspects the
eclipse points make to planets in the natal chart. Now you can
obtain a listing of these aspects from birth up to 100 years of
age. This listing of all aspects of solar and lunar eclipses, the
point of the eclipse (the zodiac degree and minutes of the Sun
and Moon at the time of the eclipse) and the date, and the
aspects to planets in your natal chart is a very handy and helpful
way to know what planets are getting triggered in your chart by
eclipses.
50. New Arabic Parts Listings features: In Sirius 3.0 it is now
possible to obtain aspects of Arabic Parts to natal planets, there
are more Arabic Parts to choose from, there is a new format option, and there is a new default listing of Arabic Parts from wellknown Turkish astrologer Oner Doser! These 4 new features
of the Arabic Parts listing make the Arabic Parts listing more
useful and helpful to some astrologers. You can choose from
among 9 aspects (5 Ptolemaic and 4 others) and the desired
orbs. You can also place the name of the arabic part before the
formula which is a nicer format for some astrologers, and more
Arabic Parts have been added to the list of Arabic Parts. There
are now more than 400 Arabic Parts to choose from. A new default list of Arabic Parts called “Short List by Oner Doser” can
also be selected. This list is based on the latest research of Oner
into arabic parts used by various astrologers primarily during
the medieval and Renaissance periods. He is also collecting
other lists of arabic parts which will be added in the future as
additional lists that can be produced.
51. New Profections features: Create Monthly Profections,
Daily Profections, and a 1 Year = 1 House method that is different from the 1 Year = 30 Degrees method.
52. Chiron and Asteroids Report by David Campbell: Click
on Chiron, Palas, Juno, Vista, or Ceres and get an automatic
interpretation on the screen.
53. Matrix Search, Matrix Horizons, and Day Watch Now
Included: Note: these added 3 programs only work on the full
version of Windows if you are working on a Mac computer.

MORE NEW & EXCITING FEATURES: In Kepler
WorkShop!
54. Muhurta: new added item: “Performing Religious Rites”
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55. Asteroid Ephemeris: Revised and Improved: Option to
split a table to several ones in case more than N (defined by
user) item selected added. This resolves a problem when many
objects don’t fit on the document width. Also settings interface
has been improved. In particular, number of selected asteroids
displayed, after adding/deleting a next item selected to make
group operations easier.
56. Composite charts support: Kepler Workshop can now
work with the composite charts that are created in main part of
the Sirius program.
57. Chakra table also includes a 28 nakshatra table: In addition to the common 27 division , a rarely used 28 nakshatra
division has been added to the Chakra Summary table. (Abhijit)
58. Diamond Chakra Wheel Style has been added
59. SarvatoBhadra (SBC= SB Chart) Improvements: Sarvatobharda has been extended. Color options has been added for
highlighting ‘The Cross’, nakshatra, letters and zodiac table cells.
Also you may display planets as glyphs or letters, make them
color and bold, etc. Sarvatobharda preferences may be change
in KP/SBhadra tab. Note, that now SBC support two date and
two charts: a natal, that come from Sirius chart list and transit
that is defined and stored in KWS. So, when you select a name
from entries list, you select a natal data.
60. Krishnamurti Paddhati Improvements: Separate dasa
year length now can be specified for KP independent of the
main dasa listing. Multicolor dasas: each dasa level may have a
separate background color that make the table more easy readable. The colors can be customized. Trans-Saturnians: Check

Sirius new features continues...

the Show Uranus-Pluto box in KP settings to display UranusPluto in the chart. Pre-birth periods: Those may be displayed or
hidden depending on your setting.
61. Eclipses: Eclipse list can be automatically scrolled down to
the current year. Last Eclipse selected index stored and restored,
so if in previous session you have selected, let’s say, Jan 26,
2009, the next time the program starts this item is selected.
62. Planet Text Ephemeris: Create an Hourly, Daily, and
Monthly Ephemeris. The Hourly ephemeris is awesome and
unique.
63. Extended calculation range: SCalculations can be extended
fron the default of -4700 to +4700 to a range of -12998 to 16799.
This can be helpful for researchers in archeo-astronomy tasks.
64. Lunar Ingresses entered into the main Sirius program can
now be accessed in Kepler Workshop.
65. Added 8 new ayanamsas added to KWS: Suryasiddhanta,
Aryabhata, SS Revati, SS Citra, True Citra, and True Revati.
66. Planet Monitor: Ayanamsha can now be changed to the
Ayanamsha that comes with chart, Ayanamsha used in Sirius, or
Ayanamsha used in KWS
67. Planet Text Listing: Minor asteroids can now be added.
Planets and aspects can be color coded as as well. Colors are
preserved in exported document.
68. Save to PDF in Kepler Workshop feature added.
69. Star Catalogue: Display latitude and declination with “N”
and “S” instead of positive and negative number. Exported CSV
data now has a title.
70. Vimsottari Dasa (listing): Improved formatting: 2 digits
age and full pre-birth periods. Previously was 1 digit and partial
pre-birth dasa
71. Sudasa Subperiods Option: Equal subperiods division
added
72. Graphic Ephemeris: Allow horizontal grid lines that are not
even number of degrees.

Hourly Planet Ephemeris

CLICK BELOW TO SEE UPGRADE PRICES:
https://www.patterns.com/cgi-bin2/order.cgi
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CHIRON & ASTEROIDS GEM REPORT
by Donna Henson
Many astrologers use Chiron but are still
not sure of exactly how to interpret the
zodiac sign, house placement, and aspects
to Chiron. This report by Donna Henson
provides these interpretations.
Donna has been using Chiron in her chart interpretations for
decades and she has explored the finer nuances of the meaning
of Chiron in the birth chart. If you are interested in Chiron, you
may find this report revealing. She also added the four maajor
asteroids instepretations along with the nodes.
•

Click on this link to view sample of this report:
http://www.astrosoftware.com/ChironAsterGem.pdf

•

The Chiron and Asteroids Gem Report is $150, with a
new release promo of $125 until September 30, 2018.

Order a free sample report for you or your family member.
Please send your birth data to kepler@astrosoftware.com (do
not call please).
Send the following information:
Name:
Birth Date (MM/DD/YYYY):
Birth Time (AM or PM):
Birth Place:
We will send your sample on a first come first served basis. This
offer is good until July 30, 2018.

Donna
Henson

Donna is a professional astrologer, lecturer, counselor, and
author who has worked with astrology since the age of ten.
She has many years experience teaching astrology at Tarrant
County College as well as teaching astrology classes in. Donna
is the author of the Vertex Report that appears on the screen in
the Kepler and Sirius programs when you click on Vertex. She
also wrote a full version of the Vertex Report that is add on to
the Kepler and Sirius programs.

FREE Vedic App
for Android!
Get it from
Google Play
iPhone App will be
Coming soon!

Rotate Panel: In KP Astrology, you need to rotate the
chart based on the given number from 1 to 249. In Classic Prasna, the querrant being asked for a number of 1 to 108 which
are the Navamsa Padas. Very often the KP Astrologer rotates
the chart to a certain house or planet to be the first house. This
panel does all of them with a single click!
Heliocentric Position: Although interpreting heliocentric planetary position is not a part of traditional astrology,
some astrologers including people who are working on Market
Forecasting use this position.
Planetary Hours: Every day from Sunrise to Sunset is
divided into 12 parts each ruled by a planet commencing from
Lord of the day. Planetary hours can be used in birth analysis as
well as electing auspicious time.
Lunar Points: Rahu and Ketu are, of course, two important points. Two other important points are the apogee of
the Moon (known as Black Moon Lilith) and the perigee of the
Moon. According to Brazilian astrologer Vanessa Guazelli Paim,
and other astrologers both the True and Mean Black Moon
Lilith points can be interpreted to provide important information. This new feature allows you to see these two additional
points in what Vanessa and other astrologers analyze as a kind
of Lunar web.

Fixed Star Catalog: Fixed stars are an important area of all schools of astrology. When you select the
“Bright Fixed Stars” from the Combo box above the Dasas,
a list of some important fixed starts appears. By clicking
on “Fixed Stars Catalog” the Catalog of Fixed stars shows
up. You can filter the list by Constellation, Sign, Nakshatras, Magnitude or Names.
http://www.astrosoftware.com/cpnew/software/bindu/index.html

Until September 30, 2018

Call to ge this upgrade price
or send email to:
kepler@astrosoftware.com
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Did you know . . . Vibrational
Astrology
Did you know that astrologers do not Conference
agree about how secondary progressed
houses should be calculated?

We agree that the planets should be calculated using
the formula that one day after birth has an impact that
stretches over a year of life, but various modifications of
this formula have been introduced for the calculation of
secondary progressed houses. Sirius 3 introduces another
variation of the formula for calculating secondary progressed houses and it is called Fractal Progressed Houses.
Fractal Time Progressed Houses and the Fractal Primary
Progressed chart introduce a simple, clear and elegant
way to solve a riddle that astrologers have been wrestling
with for over a thousand years: how to properly calculate
primary directions, while also providing a way to calculate
secondary progressed houses in a logical way.
The Fractal Progressed Houses are based on an elegant
concept of applying the day = a year formula a second
time. David Cochrane gave a lecture about this at the recent UAC Conference in Chicago and within the next few
months he will make a tutorial youtube video about it.

Did you know that Vibrational Astrology
is becoming more popular, and there will
be the first Annual Vibrational Astrology Conference?

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Cosmic Patterns & Matrix Software
6212 NW 43rd St. Suite B,
Gainesville, FL 32653
United State of America

WHEN: APRIL 5 - 7, 2019
VENUE: Gainesville, Florida, USA
Fairfield Inn Marriott
FEE: $225 (includes Saturday night banquet dinner

for first 150 attendees)

This conference opens the door to a new world of Astrology. Whether you are new to VA or a practicing
Vibrational Astrologer, be prepared to a journey of the
future. Come join us!
•

The Vibrational Astrology Conference is the Ultimate
Community Resource for Vibrational Astrology!
http://www.astrosoftware.com/Conference/VA2019.html

MINI CONSULTATIONS BY CERTIFIED VA ASTROLOGERS
(Avalon Graduates)
During the 45-minute morning and afternoon and afternoon breaks you can schedule a 15-minute mini-consultation with a graduate of the 2 1/2 year program in VA at the
Avalon School of Astrology. Fee is $15 per session. Longer
consultations at other times can also be scheduled.
Conference Flyer:
http://www.astrosoftware.com/VAConferenceAd.pdf

Order Line Only : +1-800-PLANETS
Tech Support: +1-352-373-1504
Email: Kepler@AstroSoftware.com
Web Site: www.AstroSoftware.com

www.AstrologySoftware.com

